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Abstract
We consider the problem of computing a minimum weight pseudo-triangulation of a set S of n points in the plane. We first present
an O(n logn)-time algorithm that produces a pseudo-triangulation of weight O(logn · wt(M(S))) which is shown to be asymp-
totically worst-case optimal, i.e., there exists a point set S for which every pseudo-triangulation has weight (logn · wt(M(S))),
where wt(M(S)) is the weight of a minimum weight spanning tree of S. We also present a constant factor approximation algo-
rithm running in cubic time. In the process we give an algorithm that produces a minimum weight pseudo-triangulation of a simple
polygon.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Pseudo-triangulations are planar partitions that recently received considerable attention [1–3] mainly due to their
applications in visibility [20–22], ray-shooting [7,10], kinetic collision detection [4,14,15], rigidity [25], and guard-
ing [24].
A pseudo-triangle is a planar polygon that has exactly three convex vertices, called corners. A pseudo-triangulation
of a set S of n points in the plane is a partition of the convex hull of S into pseudo-triangles whose vertex set is
exactly S .
A related problem is the problem of triangulating a point set. Minimizing the total length has been one of the
main optimality criteria for triangulations and other kinds of partition. Indeed the minimum weight triangulation
(MWT), i.e., minimizing the sum of the edge lengths, has frequently been referred to as the “optimal triangulation”.
This triangulation has some good properties [8] and is e.g. useful in numerical approximation of bivariate data [26].
The complexity of computing a minimum weight triangulation was one of the most longstanding open problems
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approximation algorithms for the MWT-problem have been considered. The best known approximation is a constant
factor approximation algorithm by Levcopoulos and Krznaric [17].
In this paper we consider the problem of computing a pseudo-triangulation of minimum weight (MWPT) which
was posed as an open problem by Rote et al. in [23]. An interesting observation that makes the pseudo-triangulation
very favorable compared to a standard triangulation is the fact that there exist point sets where any triangulation, and
also any convex partition (without Steiner points), has weight (n · wt(M(S))), while there always exists a pseudo-
triangulation of weight O(logn · wt(M(S))), where wt(M(S)) is the weight of a minimum weight spanning tree
of the point set. We also present an approximation algorithm that produces a pseudo-triangulation whose weight is
smaller than 13 times the weight of the MWPT. In comparison, the best constant approximation factor for the MWT-
problem which is proved to be achievable by a polynomial-time algorithm [17] is so much larger that it has not been
explicitly calculated.
Recently, there has been considerable research in the problem of computing a pointed pseudo-triangulation [25],
i.e., a pseudo-triangulation with a minimum number of pseudo-triangles. The pseudo-triangulation produced in this
paper will in general not be pointed, however, one of the algorithms (Theorem 3) can easily be extended to also hold
for pointed pseudo-triangulations.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we compare the worst-case weight of a triangulation with the
worst-case weight of a pseudo-triangulation. We give an algorithm that produces a pseudo-triangulation that asymp-
totically meets this bound running in time O(n logn). Even though this weight bound is asymptotically worst-case
optimal it can be far from the optimal solution for many point sets. In Sections 3 and 4 we focus on finding a constant
factor approximation algorithm for the MWPT-problem. As a subroutine we use an algorithm that we believe is of
independent interest since it computes an optimal solution of a simple polygon in cubic time.
An edge/segment with endpoints in two points u and v of S will be denoted by (u, v) and its length |uv| is equal
to the Euclidean distance between u and v. Given a graph T on S we denote by wt(T ) the sum of all the edge lengths
of T . The minimum weight spanning tree of S and the convex hull of S , denotedM(S) and CH(S) respectively, will
be used frequently throughout the paper. Both structures can be computed in O(n logn) time, see [5].
2. A fast approximation algorithm
As mentioned in the introduction there exists a point set S for which any triangulation will have weight
(n · wt(M(S))), an example is given in Fig. 1a. A natural question is whether there exist similar worst-case bounds
for pseudo-triangulations. In this section we show that one can always construct a pseudo-triangulation of weight
O(logn · wt(M(S))), and this is asymptotically tight, i.e., there exists a point set S for which every pseudo-
triangulation has weight (logn · wt(M(S))). We start with the lower bound.
Observation 1. There exists a point set S in the plane such that any pseudo-triangulation has weight (logn ·
wt(M(S))).
Fig. 1. (a) An example where any triangulation will have weight (n · wt(M(S))). (b) An example where any pseudo-triangulation will have
weight (logn · wt(M(S))).
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triangulation of S is also a triangulation since all points are on the convex hull. A triangulation can be seen as a
number of rounds where one cut off a number of ears in each round. A minimum weight triangulation will use
(logn) rounds [18]. Each round will use segments of total length at least equal to the radius of S . The observation
follows since the weight of a minimum weight spanning tree of S is at most π , and the weight of the triangulation is
(logn). For detailed arguments concerning the length and structure of the minimum weight triangulation of regular
polygons, and pieces of regular polygons, we refer to Theorem 8 in [18]. 
Next we present an algorithm that produces a pseudo-triangulation whose weight asymptotically meets the lower
bound, that is:
Theorem 1. Given a set S of n points in the plane one can produce a pseudo-triangulation of S of weight
O(logn · wt(M(S))) in O(n logn) time.
The algorithm has three main steps: first a partition of the convex hull of S into simple polygons, secondly a
partition of each polygon into restricted weak visibility polygons (to be defined) and finally, every restricted weak
visibility polygon is pseudo-triangulated.
The first step of the algorithm is trivial. As input we are given a set S of n points in the plane, and as output we
will produce a set of simple polygons. Construct the convex hull and the minimum weight spanning tree of S . This is
done in O(n logn) time and it partitions CH(S) into simple (maybe degenerate) polygons.
Next, the polygons are partitioned into restricted weak visibility polygons. We believe that this step might be
useful as a general tool thus we include a detailed description of this step in Section 2.1. Finally, each restricted weak
visibility polygon is pseudo-triangulated. This step is described in Section 2.2.
2.1. Partition a simple polygon into simpler pieces
We start with some basic definitions. Two points p and q within a polygon P are said to see each other if there
exists a straight-line segment within P with endpoints at p and q . A polygon P is said to be a visibility polygon with
respect to a vertex q of P if every point within P can be seen from q . A polygon P is said to be a weak visibility
polygon with respect to an edge (p, q) of P if every point within P can see at least one point on (p, q). Note that
this definition requires us to define if the segment is open or closed, since the resulting polygons will differ. The edge
e = (p, q) is called the (open) visibility edge of P .
In this section the aim is to partition a simple polygon into rwv-polygons. A restricted weak visibility (rwv)
polygon of a polygon P with respect to an open segment e of P is a weak visibility polygon of P with respect to the
open segment e such that every vertex of rwv(P, e) also is a vertex of P , see Fig. 2b.
The following observation shows one of the main properties of an rwv-polygon of an open segment. Note that an
rwv-polygon is a weak visibility polygon whose visibility edge (p, q) has two interior convex vertices
Observation 2. Let P be an rwv-polygon with respect to an open segment (p, q) of P , the geodesic shortest path
between any pair of points u and v in P is a concave chain.
Proof. The observation follows since there exists a path containing three edges within P from u to v, via the “visi-
bility” edge (p, q) of P . This path may self-intersect but in that case the path can be shortened to two edges. 
Fig. 2. (a) The input polygon P . (b) The restricted weak visibility polygon of P with respect to the open segment e. (c) The extended weak visibility
polygon of P with respect to the open segment e.
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2.1.1. Step 1: Partition into ewv-polygons
The partition of P will be done in two steps. In the first step P is partitioned into extended weak visibility polygons.
An extended weak visibility (ewv) polygon of a polygon P with respect to an open segment (p, q) contains all edges
of P that can be partially seen from (p, q) in order, inter-connected with the shortest paths within P , see Fig. 2c.
Below we give a brief description of how an ewv-polygon can be computed.
Let P be a simple polygon with n vertices p = v1, . . . , vn = q in clockwise order. Consider a weak visibility
polygon Q of the open segment (p, q) of P and let e = (q1, q2) be an edge of Q that is an interior diagonal of P , as
illustrated in Fig. 3.
Assume that q1 is a vertex of P and that q2 lies on an edge (vi, vi+1) of P . Rotate P such that e is vertical and q2
is above q1. Without loss of generality we assume that vi lies to the left of e. Let P ′(e) be the polygon bounded by
(q1, q2), (q2, vi) and δ(vi, q1), where δ(vi, q1) is the shortest path within P between vi and q1. Note that δ(vi, q1) is
either a straight-line segment between vi and q1 or a concave chain, as shown in Fig. 3.
The ewv-polygon Q′ of P with respect to the open segment (p, q) can now be computed from P and Q as follows.
Let e1, . . . , em be the set of edges of Q that are interior diagonals of P . The extended weak visibility polygon with
respect to the open segment (p, q) is the union of Q and the polygons P ′(e1), . . . ,P ′(em).
The ewv-polygon Q′ of P partitions P into a set of simple polygons, denoted Q′,P1, . . . ,Pk . Recursively continue
the partition by computing the maximally extended weak visibility polygon of Pi , 1 i  k, with respect to the open
segment ei where ei is an edge of Q′ that does not coincide with an edge of P . This continues recursively until P has
been entirely partitioned into extended weak visibility polygons.
Lemma 1. A simple polygon P can be partitioned into ewv-polygons in O(n logn) time such that the weight of the
added segments is bounded by wt(P ).
Proof. Computing the weak visibility polygon of a simple polygon can be done in linear time [6,11] with respect
to the complexity of the simple polygon. Given the weak visibility polygon the ewv-polygon can be computed in
O(m logn) time in total where m is bounded by the number of edges in the weak visibility polygon. This follows
from the result by Hershberger [12] who showed that shortest path queries within a simple polygon can be answered
in O(logn + k) time using O(n) preprocessing, where k is the complexity of the shortest path.
The time bound stated in the lemma is obtained by noting that the number of edges considered in each iteration
together with the total complexity of all the extended weak visibility polygons is bounded by O(n).
Finally we prove the length bound. Consider an arbitrary visibility edge e of an ewv-polygon Q of P , and let p(e)
be the part of the perimeter of Q with an orthogonal projection onto e. Note that p(e) is also the perimeter of P ,
obviously p(e) can only belong to one ewv-polygon and thus the total weight of the added segments is bounded by
wt(P ). 
2.1.2. Step 2: Partition an ewv-polygon into rwv-polygons
Let P be an extended weak visibility polygon with n vertices and let e = (p, q) be the (open) visibility edge of P .
The aim is to partition P into a set of rwv-polygons.
An ewv-polygon P can be partitioned into rwv-polygons Q1, . . . ,Qk by short-cutting the part of the perimeter
of P going through vertices in the visibility polygon that are not vertices of P , as shown in Fig. 4. This can be
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perimeter of P . Traverse the vertices of P counter-clockwise starting at v1. The vertex v1 is added to an empty list L.
In a generic step vertex vi is visited, if vi can be seen from e then it is added to L otherwise it is discarded. When all
the vertices of P have been traversed, the list is traversed and a segment is added between every consecutive pair of
vertices that are not connected by an edge of P .
Lemma 2. The algorithm requires O(n logn) time and partitions an ewv-polygon into rwv-polygons.
Proof. Since ray-shooting queries in a simple polygon can be answered in logarithmic time usingO(n) preprocessing
and space, see Hershberger and Suri [13], it is straight-forward to see that the total time to perform the partition step
is O(n logn).
It remains to prove the correctness. Let P be the given ewv-polygon and let Q1, . . . ,Qk denote the resulting
polygons after the partition of P . From the fact that P is an ewv-polygon it follows that each added segment “cuts”
off a subpolygon from P , as illustrated in Fig. 4a. Let Q1 be the rwv-polygon of P that contains the visibility edge
(p, q). Obviously Q1 is an rwv-polygon since every part of P that is not seen by (p, q) is cut off. Let Q2, . . . ,Qk
be the remaining subpolygons ordered in clockwise order along the perimeter of Q1 and P . Every subpolygon Qi ,
2 i  k, will have exactly one edge ei = (pi, qi) that partly can be seen by (p, q), and we will show that Qi is an
rwv-polygon with respect to ei . There are two cases; either one of ei ’s endpoints is visible from (p, q), or none of
ei ’s endpoints are visible from (p, q).
In the first case let (pi, u) be the edge shared by Q1 and Qi , as seen in Fig. 4b. According to the definition of
an ewv-polygon it follows that u and qi are connected by a concave path, or a straight-line segments. Thus, Qi is a
pseudo-triangle with at most one concave chain and, hence, also a rwv-polygon with respect to ei .
In the second case let (u,u′) be the edge shared by Q1 and Qi , see Fig. 4c. According to the definition of an
ewv-polygon it follows that u and qi , and u′ and pi , are connected by a concave path, or a straight-line segment.
Thus, Qi is a polygon with at most two concave chains and two edges, (u,u′) and (pi, qi). Since there is a point on
(p, q) that can see a point on ei there must be a point on (u,u′) that can see a point on ei . As a result the two concave
chains must be visible from ei , hence, Qi is an rwv-polygon with respect to ei . 
Lemma 3. Given an ewv-polygon with respect to e the algorithm adds segments of total length at most wt(P )−wt(e).
Proof. For each segment e′ added by the algorithm, the part of the perimeter of P which is “cut off” by e′ is longer
than e′. Fig. 4b illustrates the argument where the length of the added segment (u,pi) is less than the length of ei plus
the length of δ(qi, u), thus the lemma follows. 
Putting together the above results gives us the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Every simple polygon P can be partitioned into rwv-polygons in O(n logn) time by adding segments of
length 3 · wt(P ).
Fig. 4. (a) The partition of an ewv-polygon P into rwv-polygons. (b)–(c) Qi is an rwv-polygon with respect to ei .
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Proof. When performing the second step of the algorithm we have to guarantee that the visibility edges defined in step
1 also are the visibility edges in step 2. This assures that the stated theorem follows by simply combining Lemmas 1–3,
otherwise the length bound is increased to 4 · wt(P ).
2.2. Pseudo-triangulating an rwv-polygon
Next we show that an rwv-polygon can be pseudo-triangulated using segments of small total length.
Lemma 4. An rwv-polygon P can be pseudo-triangulated in O(n logn) time using segments of total length
O(wt(P ) · logn).
Proof. Let p1, . . . , pm be the convex vertices of P in counter-clockwise order and let (p1,p2) be the visibility edge
of P . Since P is an rwv-polygon p1 and p2 are convex vertices. We will construct a pseudo-triangulation T of P by
adding a pseudo-triangle  within P . The segments of  partition P into smaller rwv-polygons that are recursively
pseudo-triangulated.
Construct a pseudo-triangle  with corners at p1,p2 and pm/2+1, and add the edges of  to T , see Fig. 5a. Note
that  is a pseudo-triangle since, according to Observation 2, there must be concave chains between p1 and pm/2+1,
and between p2 and pm/2+1. Observe that the two chains do not intersect, as pm/2+1 is visible from (p1,p2). The
weight of the segments added to T in this step is bounded by (wt(P ) − wt(p1,p2)).
The segments of  partition P into a number of subpolygons, each with at most m/2 + 1 convex vertices.
Also, since p1,p2 and pm/2+1 are convex vertices in P each subpolygon is an rwv-polygon, i.e., a weak visibility
polygon whose (open) visibility edge has two convex vertices. This process continues recursively until every polygon
is pseudo-triangulated, see Fig. 5b. It remains to bound the weight of the segments in T . Consider the computation
tree obtained from the recursion, in each internal node a pseudo-triangle is added to T . Since a balanced partition is
performed in each internal node the tree has height O(logn). Finally, consider one level of the tree, the total weight
of all edges added on one level is bounded by wt(P ), hence the observation follows. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
3. An MWPT of a simple polygon
Even though the above algorithm is asymptotically worst-case optimal with respect to the weight of the minimum
weight pseudo-triangulation it can be very far from the optimal solution. For example, often an optimal solution will
have weight which is within a constant factor times the weight of a minimum weight spanning tree, which implies
that the above algorithm might produce a solution which is a factor (logn) of the optimal. In the rest of this paper
we will focus on developing a constant factor approximation algorithm for the MWPT-problem. As a subroutine we
will also develop an algorithm that finds an optimal pseudo-triangulation of a simple polygon.
Theorem 3. Given a simple polygon P one can compute the minimum weight pseudo-triangulation of P in O(n3)
time using O(n2) space.
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We will use a similar dynamic programming method as proposed by Gilbert [9] and Klincsek [16] for finding a min-
imum weight triangulation of a simple polygon. The basic observation used is that once some (pseudo-)triangle of the
(pseudo-)triangulation has been fixed the problem splits into subproblems whose solutions can be found recursively,
hence avoiding recomputation of common subproblems.
Let p1, . . . , pn be the vertices of P in counter-clockwise order. Let δ(pi,pj ) be the shortest (directed) geodesic
path from pi to pj within P . For each pair of vertices pi and pj of P we will in most cases compute three values;
namely L[i, j ], C[i, j ] and wt(δ(pi,pj )). Let P ′ be the (maybe degenerate) subpolygon of P bounded by the counter-
clockwise path pi,pi+1, . . . , pj along the boundary of P and the path δ(pi,pj ), see Fig. 6. The value L[i, j ] is the
total edge length of an optimal pseudo-triangulation of P ′, while the value C[i, j ] is the total edge length of an optimal
pseudo-triangulation of P ′ containing a pseudo-triangle with convex corners at pi and pj , as illustrated in Fig. 6b–c.
Define the order of a pair of points pi,pj to be the value ((n+ j − i) mod n), i.e., the number of edges on the path
from pi to pj along the perimeter of P in counter-clockwise order. Sort the pairs with respect to their order, ties are
broken arbitrarily. Note that every pair of points pi and pj will occur twice; once as (pi,pj ) and once as (pj ,pi).
Process each pair in sorted order as follows.
Assume we are about to process (pi,pj ) and that the path δ(pi,pj ) goes through the vertices 〈pa0 ,pa1, . . . , pak−1 ,
pak 〉, where pi = pa0 and pj = pak . As above we define P ′ to be the (maybe degenerate) subpolygon of P bounded
by the counter-clockwise path pi,pi+1, . . . , pj along the boundary of P and the path δ(pi,pj ). The path δ(pi,pj ) is
said to be convex if it turns right at every intermediate vertex along δ(pi,pj ) from pi to pj , as shown in Fig. 6a. If
the path does not contain any right hand turns along δ(pi,pj ) from pi to pj then δ(pi,pj ) is said to be concave, see
Fig. 6.
Compute δ(pi,pj ) within P . This can be done in linear time according to Hershberger [12]. The weight of the
reported path is stored.
(1) If δ(pi,pj ) is neither a convex path nor a concave path, i.e., the path zigzags, then set L[i, j ] = ∞ and
C[i, j ] = ∞.
(2) If δ(pi,pj ) = (pi,pj ) then only L[i, j ] needs to be computed.
Consider an optimal pseudo-triangulation T of P ′ and let τ be the pseudo-triangle in T that includes (pi,pj ). The
pseudo-triangle τ must have a concave chain with endpoints (convex corners) at px and py that includes the edge
(pi,pj ), as a result L[i, j ] = C[x, y], as illustrated in Fig. 6c. Obviously x and y lie on the counter-clockwise path
from pi to pj along P and therefore C[x, y] has already been computed, see case 4. If the shortest geodesic path
between y and x is concave then all the L-values for the edges along the path was updated, specifically L[i, j ].
(3) If δ(pi,pj ) is a convex path containing more than one edge then L[pi,pj ] and C[i, j ] can be computed in time
O(n) as follows.
For every pair pal and pal+1 , i  al  j , the value L[pal ,pal+1 ] has already been computed, see case 2 and Fig. 6a.
The values can be added up in linear time, i.e., calculating
∑k−1
α=0 L[paα ,paα+1 ]. Since δ(pi,pj ) is a convex path
and it consists of several edges there is no pseudo-triangle within P ′ with convex corners at pi and pj , thus
C[i, j ] = ∞.
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the same way as described in case 2. For completeness we repeat the approach. Any optimal pseudo-triangulation
of P ′ that contains a pseudo-triangle τ with convex corners at pi and pj must have a vertex pm, i < m < j as
the third convex corner. Testing a pseudo-triangle with corners at pi,pj and pm takes constant time since all the
L[∗,∗]-values of the paths between pi and pm, and pm and pj have already been computed, as illustrated in
Fig. 6b–c.
Finally, for every edge (px,py) ∈ δ(pi,pj ) update the L[x, y] value to be equal to the minimum of the current
L[x, y]-value and C[pi,pj ] and (see case 2). Updating the values will take O(n) time per processed pair (pi,pj ),
thus O(n3) in total.
Note that case 2 and 4 use the L-values of case 2 and 3, and the C-value of case 4. Case 3 uses the L-values of
case 2. Thus, all the needed values are computed.
By adding up the running times of each of the above cases the total running time is bounded by O(n3). The space
bound follows from the fact that for every pair of points pi and pj we store L[i, j ] and C[i, j ].
Finally, the value L[1, n] stores the weight of a minimum weight pseudo-triangulation and Theorem 3 follows.
4. A constant factor approximation algorithm
In this section we will give an approximation algorithm for the MWPT-problem. It is similar to the approximation
algorithm presented in Section 2 in the sense that the two main steps are the same; first a partition of the convex hull
of the point set into simple polygons followed by a pseudo-triangulation of each polygon. In the pseudo-triangulation
step we will use the optimal algorithm presented in the previous section. As input we are given a set S of n points in
the plane, and as output we will produce a pseudo-triangulation T of S .
Algorithm PSEUDOTRIANGULATE(S)
(1) Construct the convex hull and the minimum weight spanning tree of S . This partitions CH(S) into simple (maybe
degenerate) polygons denoted P1, . . . ,Pk .
(2) Apply Theorem 3 to each of the k polygons. The pseudo-triangulation obtained together with the convex hull and
the minimum weight spanning tree of S is reported.
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Given a set of n points S in R2 algorithm PSEUDOTRIANGULATE computes a pseudo-triangulation T
of S in time O(n3) using O(n2) space such that wt(T ) < 13 · wt(Topt), where Topt is a minimum weight pseudo-
triangulation of S .
The running time of the algorithm isO(n3) since the time-complexity is dominated by computing a MWPT of each
polygon. Note that the algorithm produces a pseudo-triangulation that includes M(S), thus it suffices to prove that
there exists a pseudo-triangulation of S that includes the edges in a minimum weight spanning tree of S and whose
weight is less than 13 · wt(Topt).
4.1. The weight of a pseudo-triangulation that includes a minimum weight spanning tree
In this section we will prove the following lemma, which completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Lemma 5. Let S be a set of n points in R2 and let Topt denote a MWPT of S . There exists a pseudo-triangulation T
of S that includes the edges of M(S) and whose weight is less than 13 · wt(Topt).
We will need the following generalization of a pseudo-triangle.
Definition 1. A simple polygon P is said to be a pseudo-k-gon if P includes exactly k convex vertices.
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The proof of Lemma 5 is performed in two steps. First it will be shown that one can construct a planar graph G of
S that contains M(S) (Lemma 6), every face of G is a pseudo-k-gon for 3 k  6 (Lemma 7), and the weight of G
is bounded by (2 + 4√
3
) · wt(Topt) (Lemma 9).
The second step shows how a pseudo-k-gon Q, 4 k  6, can be partitioned into pseudo-triangles by adding k −3
edges to Q of total weight at most wt(Q) (Lemma 10). Since every edge may belong to one or two pseudo-k-gons the
upper bound on the final weight is ((2 + 4√
3
) + 2(2 + 4√
3
)) · wt(Topt) < 13 · wt(Topt).
4.1.1. Constructing G
Initially G contains the edges in M(S) and CH(S). Process every edge e = (u, v) in Topt as follows. If e does not
intersect any edge ofM(S) then add e to G. Otherwise assume for simplicity that e is vertical and that u lies above v.
Let f1 = (p1, q1), . . . , fm = (pm,qm) be the edges of M(S) that intersect e ordered with respect to their intersection
with e from top to bottom. Furthermore, assume that pi lies to the left of qi and denote by xi the intersection point
between e and fi . The following edges are now added to G, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
(1) If |p1x1| < |q1x1| then the concave path λ0(e) = δ(u,p1) between u and p1, for which the region bounded
by (u, v), δ(u,p1) and f1 is empty, is added to G , as shown in Fig. 7a. Otherwise, if |q1x1|  |p1x1|, the
corresponding path between u and q1 is added to G.
(2) If |pmxm| < |qmxm| then the concave path λm(e) = δ(v,pm) between v and pm, for which the region bounded by
(u, v), δ(v,pm) and fm is empty, is added to G. Otherwise, if |qmxm| |pmxm|, the corresponding path between
v and qm is added to G.
(3) If m 2 then for each 1 i < m we will have four cases. Note that case (b) and (d) below are symmetric to (a)
and (c) respectively. Let ai be the endpoint of (pi, qi) closest to xi .
(a) If ai = pi and ai+1 = pi+1 then the concave path λi(e) = δ(pi,pi+1) between ui and ui+1 for which the
region bounded by (u, v), δ(pi,pi+1), fi and fi+1 is empty is added to G, as illustrated in Fig. 7b.
(b) If ai = qi and ai+1 = qi+1 then the concave path λi(e) = δ(qi, qi+1) between qi and qi+1 for which the
region bounded by (u, v), δ(qi, qi+1), fi and fi+1 is empty is added to G.
(c) If ai = pi and ai+1 = qi+1 then the shortest path λi(e) = δ(pi, qi+1) between pi and qi+1 for which the two
regions bounded by (u, v), δ(pi, qi+1), fi and fi+1 are empty is added to G, see Fig. 7c.
(d) If ai = qi and ai+1 = pi+1 then the shortest path λi(e) = δ(qi,pi+1) between qi and pi+1 for which the two
regions bounded by (u, v), δ(qi,pi+1), fi and fi+1 are empty is added to G.
4.1.2. Properties of G
It remains to prove that G is a planar spanning graph of S (Lemma 6) and that every internal face of G is a
pseudo-k-gon (Lemma 7) before we can bound the weight of G.
Lemma 6. G is a planar spanning graph of S .
Proof. We will use the same notation as in the construction of G above. The graph is obviously a spanning graph since
the edges in M(S) are added to G in the first step of the algorithm. It remains to prove that G is planar. Note that G
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edges of G denoted E′. No edge on the convex hull of S can intersect any other edge of G, thus we may ignore the
edges in the convex hull of S . Furthermore, no edge of M(S) can intersect any other edge of M(S). It remains to
prove that no edge in E′ can intersect (1) any edge in M(S), or (2) any other edge in E′.
An edge e = (u, v) in Topt is removed and replaced by k + 1 paths, λ0(e), . . . , λk(e), if and only if e intersects
k > 0 edges of M(S). To prove (1) it suffices to prove that no edge of M(S) can intersect λi(e), 0 i  k. (Here we
say that two edges intersect if and only if their open segments intersect in exactly one point.) The path λi(e) connects
the two edges fi and fi+1 of M(S), where f0 is the degenerate edge (u,u) and fk+1 is the degenerate edge (v, v).
If any edge f of M(S) would intersect λi(e) then f would also intersect fi , fi+1 or (u, v), see Fig. 7. Obviously it
cannot intersect fi or fi+1 since they also are edges of M(S), and it cannot intersect (u, v) since then f would be
the edge fi+1 which is a contradiction.
It remains to prove (2) by arguing that the path λi(e) cannot intersect any edge μ ∈ E′. Let δ(pi,pi+1) denote the
concave path between pi and pi+1 such that the region bounded by fi , fi+1, e and δ(pi,pi+1) is empty, and define
δ(qi, qi+1) symmetrically. The empty region between fi , fi+1, δ(pi,pi+1) and δ(qi, qi+1) is denoted Ai (e). Note
that the set of edges that λi(e) may contain is the edges on the path δ(pi,pi+1), the edges on the path δ(qi, qi+1), and
two edges between the two paths, as illustrated in Fig. 8a.
It has already been shown that no edge of G can intersect fi or fi+1 hence if μ intersects Ai (e) then it must
intersect δ(pi,pi+1) and δ(qi, qi+1) and, as a consequence, μ must intersect (u, v).
In the case when μ is an edge of Topt then μ cannot intersect (u, v) since they are both edges of the planar
graph Topt .
The only remaining case is when μ is part of a path λj (e′) in G between two edges f ′j and f ′j+1 of M(S). Either
f ′j = fi or f ′j = fi . In the first case (using the same notation as above) there is an empty regionAj (e′) that is bounded
by f ′j , f ′j+1, δ(p′j ,p′j+1) and δ(qj , qj+1), as illustrated in Fig. 8b. Furthermore, f ′j and f ′j+1 cannot intersect e
between fi and fi+1 since then fi and fi+1 would not be consecutive along e which is a contradiction. Using the
above arguments it follows that e and e′ must intersect which is again a contradiction since both e and e′ belongs to
Topt which is a planar graph.
Finally, in the case when f ′j = fi then the scenario illustrated in Fig. 8c may occur (for simplicity we assume the
notations in the figure). Assume that fi is horizontal, fi+1 lies to the left of f ′j+1 and that two paths intersect. If any
paths intersect then δ(p′j ,p′j+1) and δ(qi, qi+1) must intersect. Consider the edge e in Topt that induces δ(pi,pi+1)
and δ(qi, qi+1), and the edge e′ in Topt that induces δ(p′j ,p′i+1) and δ(q ′i , q ′i+1). Since e induces the concave chain
δ(qi, qi+1) the intersection between e and fi has to be closer to qi than to pi . Similarly, since e′ induces the concave
chain δ(p′j ,p′j+1) the intersection between e′ and f ′j has to be closer to p′j than to q ′j . Now, since fi+1 lies to the left
of f ′j+1 it immediately follows that e and e′ must intersect, which is a contradiction since e, e′ ∈ Topt .
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 7. Each internal face of G is a pseudo-k-gon, for 3 k  6.
Proof. Consider the arrangementA of the edges in Topt andM(S), and an internal face f ofA. Note that every edge
of M(S) “cuts” off a convex vertex from the pseudo-triangle τ in Topt that f belongs to, hence f is a pseudo-k-gon,
where 3 k  6, as illustrated in Fig. 9a.
Fig. 8. Illustrating the proof of Lemma 6.
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We claim that every convex corner of f induces at most one convex corner of G. Consider an edge e = (u, v) of
M(S) that intersects τ and let e1 = (x1, y1) and e2 = (x2, y2) be two edges of τ , adjacent along e, that intersect e. If
u is a vertex of τ then set u = y1 and if v is a vertex on τ then set v = y2. Let u′ and v′ be the convex corners of f at
e closest to u and v respectively, as shown in Fig. 9b–c. Assume that u′ lies on e1 and v′ on e2.
We will have two cases as shown in Fig. 9b and 9c.
(1) If u′ lies closer to u than to v and v′ lies closer to v than to u, then x1 is connected to u by a concave path and x2
is connected to v by a concave path, according to the algorithm. Hence f has a convex corner at u and one at v.
No other convex corners can arise when adding the two paths.
(2) In the case when v′ lies closer to u than to v, then x1 is connected to u by a concave path and x2 is connected to u
by a concave path. These paths may partly coincide, thus assume they meet at a point x (which may be u). Now,
f has a convex corner at x and possibly one at x2. No other convex corners can arise when adding the two paths.
Note that the case when u′ lies closer to v than to u is symmetrical.
Hence, there is at most one convex corner in G for every convex corner in f . Note that a face f may, in some cases,
collapse when an edge is replaced by a path in G. 
Before we prove the weight bound we need the following technical lemma (using the same notation as in Sec-
tion 4.1.1):
Lemma 8.
|xiai | + |ai+1xi+1|
|ei |  4/
√
3, 1 i < m.
Proof. We consider four cases, the path inM(S) from fi to fi+1 passes through (1) pi and pi+1, (2) qi and qi+1, (3)
pi and qi+1, or (4) qi and pi+1. It suffices to prove cases (1) and (3) since (2) and (4) are symmetric. Let us assume
that the distance |xixi+1| equals 1. For simplicity we use Γ to denote |xiai |+|ai+1xi+1||ei | .
Case 1 (and symmetrically Case 2) Assume the path in M(S) between pi and pi+1 traverses both fi and fi+1, as
illustrated in Fig. 11b. Since fi and fi+1 are edges of M(S) we know pi and qi cannot lie in D(pi+1, |pi+1qi+1|),
and (symmetrically) pi+1 and qi+1 cannot lie within D(pi, |piqi |).
We start by giving a first intuition, showing that Γ  4. Let us assume the opposite, i.e., that Γ > 4. This means
that for at least one of the two MST-edges fi and fi+1, the intersection of the edge e with the corresponding MST-edge
must be at a distance greater than 2 from both endpoints of this MST-edge. We may assume without loss of generality
that this distance property holds for fi+1, i.e., it holds that both |pi+1xi+1| and |xi+1qi+1| are greater than 2. From
this it follows that xi is within the disk D(pi+1, |pi+1qi+1|), as illustrated in Fig. 10a. Thus, since both pi and qi
lie outside the disk D(pi+1, |pi+1qi+1|), it follows that the closed edge fi intersects the boundary of this disk at two
points. Let 1 be the line through pi+1 and xi , and let 2 be the line through qi+1 and xi , as illustrated in Fig. 10a.
It follows that pi lies below or on 1. We note here that the angle between 1 and fi+1 is smaller than 30 degrees,
because the distance |xi+1qi+1| is more than twice as large as |xixi+1|. Also, symmetrically, qi lies (on or) below 2.
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Γ by noting that |pi+1xi+1| and |qi+1xi+1| are at most 2/
√
3.
We note here, in the same way, that the angle between 2 and fi+1 is also smaller than 30 degrees, because the distance
|xi+1pi+1| is more than twice as large as |xixi+1|.
But for any point p outside D(pi+1, |pi+1qi+1|) fulfilling condition (i), it holds that p is closer to pi+1 than to any
point q outside D(pi+1, |pi+1qi+1|) fulfilling condition (ii). From this we get a contradiction with the fact that pi+1
cannot lie within D(pi, |piqi |), thus Γ  4.
Case 3 (and symmetrically Case 4) Likewise as for Case 1, in Case 3 we have that neither pi nor qi can lie in
D(pi+1, |pi+1qi+1|). However, the second empty-disk property is in Case 3 that neither pi+1 nor qi+1 can lie in the
disk D(qi, |qipi |).
The proof for Case 3 goes otherwise as for Case 1, with the difference that the contradiction is obtained with the
fact that, in Case 3, qi+1 is not allowed to lie in the disk D(qi, |qipi |).
Improving the bound to Γ  4/
√
3. In the above proof we only considered possible positions of points p and q
in their respective possible area independently, without imposing that the straight-line segment between them must
intersect, or be tangent to, the disk D centered at xi+1 with radius 1, as is the case with fi , see Fig. 10b. Exploiting
this additional condition, we arrive to an even better constant, and show that the smallest distance from xi+1 to either
pi+1 or qi+1 cannot be larger than 2/
√
3. To see this, we assume the opposite: that is, we assume that both |pi+1xi+1|
and |xi+1qi+1| are greater than 2/
√
3. In this way, the angles between fi+1 and 1, and between fi+1 and 2 must be
smaller than 60◦. Consider any segment (p, q) intersecting D such that p and q lie outside D(pi+1, |pi+1qi+1|) and,
p lies below 2 and q below 1. The point p must be closer to pi+1 than to q , i.e., a contradiction for Case 1. The
limit is approached when q comes infinitesimally close to qi+1 and p forms almost an equal-sided triangle with pi+1
and qi+1.
We also obtain that the length of fi must be greater than the length of fi+1. This helps also to resolve Case 3, since
it means that in Case 3 a point q must be at least |fi+1| from qi+1, which makes it impossible for fi to intersect or
touch the circle centered at xi+1 with radius 1.
This concludes the proof that the distance from xi+1 to the closest endpoint of fi+1 is not more than 2/
√
3. We




We believe the above bound can be further improved to 2, but it requires a lengthy proof.
Lemma 9. wt(G) (2 + 4√
3
) · wt(Topt).
Proof. The idea of the proof is to show that the weight of every path in G corresponding to an edge e in Topt can be
charged to the weight of e.
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Consider any edge e = (u, v) of Topt . If e does not intersect any edges of M(S) then we are done since e also
is an edge in Topt . Otherwise consider the edges added to G when e is processed in the construction of G. Using
the same notation as in the construction algorithm, the path added between u and v can be seen as m + 1 subpaths,
λ0(e), . . . , λm(e), as shown in Fig. 7.
Let ei denote the part of e between fi and fi+1. Consider an edge (x, y) ofM(S), and letD(x, |xy|) andD(y, |xy|)
be the disks with radius |xy| and with center at x and y, respectively. From the geometric properties of an edge
of M(S) we have that the intersection of D(x, |xy|) and D(y, |xy|) must be empty of points which implies that
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In Lemma 8 it was shown that the last term can be bounded by 4√
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The lemma is then obtained by adding up the above bound with wt(M(S)). 
It remains to show how the resulting pseudo-k-gons, 3 < k  6, can be pseudo-triangulated. Note that the pseudo-
k-gons in G are very special in the sense that k − 3 of the convex chains are straight-line segments and they are
connected to concave chains that may or may not be straight-line segments. We call these restricted pseudo-k-gons,
see Fig. 12. To complete the proof of Lemma 5 we end this section with the following lemma, which also completes
the proof of Theorem 4.
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Lemma 10. For any 3 < k  6 a restricted pseudo-k-gon P can be pseudo-triangulated in O(n) time by adding k − 3
edges of total weight at most wt(P ).
Proof. Consider the concave chains C1, . . . ,Ck of P in clockwise order, where at least k − 3 of the chains are
straight-line segments. Denote the convex corners of P by v1, . . . , vk . Consider the different values of k.
k = 4: There is always a diagonal of P (actually at least two) that partitions P into two pseudo-triangles, as shown
in Fig. 12a. If an edge (u, v) is added then the weight is bounded by the shortest path along the perimeter of
P between u and v, hence at most 1/2 · wt(P ).
k = 5: There is always a diagonal e of P that partitions P into one pseudo-triangle P1 and one pseudo-4-gon P2,
as shown in Fig. 12b. Then P2 is partitioned as in the case k = 4. The weight of the added diagonals is
wt(e) + 1/2 · wt(P2) < wt(P ).
k = 6: There are at least three concave chains of P that are straight-line segments, as shown in Fig. 12c. Assume
w.l.o.g. that it is C1 = (v1, v2), C3 = (v3, v4) and C5 = (v5, v6). Add the shortest geodesic path within P
between v1 and v3, between v3 and v5 and, between v5 and v1. Obviously the weight of the three paths is
bounded by the weight of P . We claim that the added edges partition P into four pseudo-triangles. Let P1
be the face in the partition of P containing v2, let P2 be the face containing v4, let P3 be the face containing
v6, and finally, let P4 be the remaining face, as shown in Fig. 12c.
Note that P1 contains a path from v1 to a point x1 on C2, and that this path must be concave, otherwise
it can be shortened. The path from v2 to x1 follows C2 and is therefore also concave. It follows that P1 is a
pseudo-triangle. Similar arguments can be used to show that P2 and P3 also are pseudo-triangles. It remains
to consider P4. Every chain of P4 is a shortest path, and must be concave, otherwise the chain could be
shortened. 
5. Open problems
An obvious question is whether the minimum weight pseudo-triangulation problem is NP-hard. Is it as hard as
finding the minimum weight triangulation? The problem of computing the minimum weight triangulation was recently
shown to be NP hard by Mulzer and Rote [19].
A second open problem concerning the weight of a pseudo-triangulation is if there exists a pointed pseudo-
triangulation of low weight. It was shown by Streinu [25] that every point set allows a pseudo-triangulation that
has 2n − 3 edges. Neither of the two algorithms presented in this paper produces pointed pseudo-triangulations, al-
though the dynamic programming algorithm for simple polygons can be modified to compute a minimum weight
pointed pseudo-triangulation.
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